Mobile Lube Equipment

SAGEOILVAC.COM

IT WILL CHANGE

Sage Oil Vac brings efficiency and
environmental responsibility to all industries
through innovative on-site fluid handling and
maintenance products. Sage Oil Vac mobile
lube equipment is designed for efficiency in
a variety of applications and built to thrive in
even the harshest environments. Bottom line:
It will change your job site.

HEAVY EQUIPMENT / CONSTRUCTION
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A STANDOUT DESIGN

THE ADVANTAGE

A STANDOUT DESIGN

A patented system design uses vacuum and
pressure – not pumps – to evacuate and refill
fluids. The result: more efficient fluid handling
and lower cost of ownership.

Used Filter Receptacle™
Provides a convenient
location to drain, store and
transport used oil filters
from the service site to the
disposal site.

*Vacuum fresh fluid from bulk tanks, drums or totes.

ROI: Using compressed air to create vacuum and
pressure in the used oil and fresh fluid tanks requires 70
percent less air consumption than traditional air-operated
lube equipment. The air compressor may also be used for
tasks such as airing up tires or blowing off filters.

Barrel Straw
Attach the barrel straw to the
fresh fluid tank and insert the
opposite end in a bulk tank to
vacuum fresh fluids in to the
fluid tank at rates of 10 to 20
gallons per minute.

A PROCESS OF PRECISION

THE SAGE OIL VAC ADVANTAGE

THE BIG PICTURE

All job sites are different. One thing many have in
common is Sage Oil Vac. A full line of high-quality
lube equipment – including lube skids, trailers and
trucks – gives you the performance and versatility to
keep your job site running smoothly. No matter where
it is or what you do.

FASTER.
Vacuum fill product tanks at up to 10 to 15 gallons
per minute. Much faster than filling from bulk tanks or
pumping from drums.

“We were getting behind on oil changes on generators that
were running a whole city for American soldiers. I saw the
Sage Oil Vac and knew it would improve our turnaround
time on maintenance. We were using traditional gravity
drain methods and a 12-volt electric pump that would last
a week because of the heat, a 1-megawatt Cat generator
that would take a half day to drain. Now with the Oil Vac
we can knock one out in about an hour.” – Neal Skelton,
Government Service Contractor, Iraq.
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SAFER.
Enclosed clean system reduces chance of spills,
protecting employees and the environment.
CLEANER.
Fresh oil filters guarantee clean oil going into the
equipment.
ECONOMICAL.
No pumps means fewer maintenance problems and a
lower cost of ownership.
MORE VERSATILE.
LubeBuilder™ Series lets you modify existing lube
systems with new tanks and components.

1.

Uses compressed
air to build vacuum
in used oil tank and
new oil tanks

2.

Vacuum in fresh oils
and fluids at a rate
of 10 - 15 gallons
per minute

3.

Connect to
equipment and
vacuum used oil
without using a
pump

4.

Use filter stinger
to puncture and
vacuum oil from
filters

Filter Stinger™
Puncture and empty the used
oil filter before it is spun off
to avoid messy drips and hot
oil burns.

10
20

Drain Pan
Drain pans (available in 10 or
17 gallons) quickly connect
to all Sage Oil Vac equipment.
Femco Drainplugs
Vacuum used oil directly from
the crankcase into the used
oil tank. Hot oil changes may
be done 60 percent faster
than gravity drains.

FULLY ENCLOSED FLUID TRANSFER

5.

Put oil filters in used
filter receptacle to
allow filters to drain

6.

Fill equipment with
new fluids without
using a pump

USED

The enclosed process protects your crew from harmful
contaminants and eliminates the chance of dirt and foreign
materials making their way into the used oil. The result:
clean, used motor oil that is very desirable for recyclers.
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LUBE TRUCKS

LUBE TRUCKS

KEY FEATURES

Sage Oil Vac lube trucks are the complete package.
Design versatility lets you vacuum from bulk tanks,
drums or totes at 10 to 15 gallons per minute, making it
a valued addition to any job site.

•

Versatility – Top-level maneuverability and robust
features like a hot water power wash system make lube
trucks a valued addition to any job site.

•
•
•
•
•

Capacity – Utilize a larger carrying capacity – ranging
from 30-390 gallons with optional fuel capacities of 5001000 gallons.
Control – A dedicated control panel allows you to
vacuum fill, control air pressure and monitor tank
pressure from a single point.
Enclosed Option – Provides added security and comfort
for year-round maintenance.

Stand alone air compressor or truck driven
air compressor
No pump design means lower cost of ownership
LED light bars and lights
In house 3D custom design to meet customer
specific needs
Centralized control panel and LED fluid
level indicators
Sealed fluid tanks for contamination control

Customized Lube Trucks for Your Specific Needs
• In house, turn key engineering and 3D Modeling for
customer review
• Custom Builds on Class 5 trucks up to Class
8 trucks
• Add components such as power washers, DEF
delivery, and electric generators
• Enclosed Bodies with storage options, and webasto
diesel fired heaters for harsh working conditions

Stand Alone Power or PTO Truck Engine Power

1

LED Work Lighting

Sealed fluid tanks

1
“Sage Oil Vac has proven to be instrumental in our efforts to provide our customers with on-site preventative
maintenance and repairs to our fleet, minimizing costs for our customers to transport equipment while
providing them with the highest level of service to maximize uptime. The time and labor savings are very
important.” – Steve Boisvert, Bruckner Truck Leasing, Ft Worth, TX
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Fresh fluid filters

LUBE ONLY BODIES

FUEL AND LUBE BODIES
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1

Vacuum fill or bulk fill

2

Control tank pressure & vacuum

3

Vacuum pressure gauge

4

Easy fluid labeling

5

LED fluid level indicators

ENCLOSED BODIES

Incorporated transportable drain pan
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Centralized tank control
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Gary Sage, Founder

THE SAGE OIL VAC STORY

SAGE OIL VAC WIND

Gary Sage invented the Oil Vac on his Texas panhandle farm
in 1993. Tired of spilling oil on himself and the ground when
performing oil changes on his irrigation engines, he set out to
develop a better way of going about it. The Oil Vac featured a
single tank for vacuuming used oil directly from the engine’s
pan. It was not only environmentally responsible and much
cleaner, but Sage realized it actually cut his oil change time
in half. This was something, he knew, that others would want
to use on their farms and operations.

Sage Oil Vac’s dedication to their mission of
adapting their equipment to challenging oil change
situations led Sage Oil Vac into the wind industry
in 2007. Today they are the market leader in
equipment for wind turbine gearbox oil changes and
gearbox flushes. Go to www.sageoilvacwind.com
to see the products that Sage Oil Vac offers to the
Wind Industry.

Sage manufactured Oil Vacs for area and regional farmers for
the remainder of the 1990s, with business growing by word
of mouth. By decade’s end, the Oil Vac had entered oil and
gas industry field service, heavy equipment fleet operators,
and a number of other industries and was found in 21 states
and Canada. In 2001, Sage moved to Amarillo, TX in order to
operate Sage Oil Vac as a full-time business.
Today, Sage Oil Vac is committed to bringing efficiency
and environmental responsibility to all industries through
innovative on-site fluid handling and maintenance products.
We only manufacture lube equipment which keeps us
focused on the performance needs of our customers so we
can continue to set new industry standards.

877-OIL-VACS
SAGEOILVAC.COM

